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‘The Jaipur Collection’ of Voylla is inspired from the rich Art, Architecture and Cultural 
Heritage of Jaipur. The Royal elegance reflected through beautiful pieces of Jewellery 
using design elements from the Palaces, Fresco’s, Peacocks, Parrots etc. using traditional 
techniques such as Enamelling, Cutwork and Filigree with natural and created stones. 
An aesthetically rich collection by Voylla for contemporary Indian women.



The ‘Haveli’ chandelier earrings are inspired from the 
historic frescoed  ‘Chandra Mahal’ or the  ‘ The Palace 
of the Moon’ constructed by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. 
The earrings are made of yellow gold plated nickel free 
silver and brass alloy with faux ruby, faux pearls, Red 
and Green enamel on it
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The ‘Haveli’ chandelier pendant is inspired from the 
historic frescoed  ‘Chandra Mahal’ constructed by 
Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. The pendant is made of 
yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass alloy with 
faux ruby, faux pearls, Red and Green enamel on it.



The ‘Jharokha’ Earrings are inspired from the ancient 
frescoed windows from the popular world heritage site 
‘The Hawa Mahal’ or ‘The Wind Palace’ constructed by 
Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh made of yellow gold plated 
nickel free silver and brass alloy with peach and pink 
enamelling and faux turquoise and gold plated beads.

VMJAI20015



The ‘Jharokha’ Necklace is inspired from the historic 
‘Hawa Mahal’ or the  ‘ The Palace of the Wind’ 
constructed by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. The necklace 
is made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with faux ruby, faux pearls, Red stones.
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The ‘Diwan-I- Khas’ chandelier earrings are inspired 
from the historic ‘Diwan-I- Khasconstructed by 
Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. The earrings are made of 
yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass alloy with 
faux ruby, faux pearls, white cz and peach enamel on it

VMJAI20186



The ‘Badal Mahal’ chandelier earrings are inspired from 
the historic frescoed  ‘Badal Mahal’ or the  ‘ The Palace 
of the Cloud’ constructed by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. 
The earrings are made of yellow gold plated nickel free 
silver and brass alloy with faux  turquoise, faux pearls, 
white cz and peach enamel on it
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The ‘Mayura’ chandelier earrings are inspired from 
Peacock, commonly found across Rajasthan. Peacock 
are a part of the Royals and can be seen easily in 
gardens and courtyards of Palaces.The earrings are 
made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with faux emerald, faux pearls, white cz and peach 
enamel on it

VMJAI20005



The ‘Totuka ’ Jhumki earrings are inspired from the 
frescoed parrots found across the havelis of Rajasthan.’  
The earrings are made of yellow gold plated nickel free 
silver and brass alloy with faux glass beads, red and 
chrome ornage enamel on it. The surface has 
granulation or traditional ‘Rawa’ work on it.
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The ‘Totuka ’ Jhumki earrings are inspired from the 
frescoed parrots found across the havelis of Rajasthan.’  
The earrings are made of yellow gold plated nickel free 
silver and brass alloy with green faux glass beads, red 
and green enamel on it. The surface has granulation or 
traditional ‘Rawa’ work on it.

VMJAI20010



The ‘Jaipur Fresco’ earrings are inspired from the 
historic frescoed walls of the Palaces and Havelis across 
Jaipur. The earrings are made of yellow gold plated 
nickel free silver and brass alloy with faux pink stone, 
faux green stone, faux pearls, black and peach enamel 
on it.VMJAI20003



The ‘ Shekhawati’ Earrings are inspired from the ancient 
frescoed Haveli’s of the Shekhwati region of Rajasthan 
made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with blue, green, and red enamelling and faux 
turquoise, pearl and gold plated beads.
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The ‘Jaipur’ earrings are inspired from the royal 
elements of the City Palace of Jaipur. The earrings are 
made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with enamelling on it.
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The ‘Seesh Mahal’ earrings are inspired from the 
beautiful motifs of Seesh Mahal or Mirror Palace of the 
Amber Fort of Jaipur. The earrings are made of yellow 
gold plated nickel free silver and brass alloy with faux 
green stone, faux pearls, Red and Green enamel.
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The ‘Mahal ’ earrings are inspired from the beautiful 
motifs and high gloss of Seesh Mahal or Mirror Palace 
of the Amber Fort of Jaipur. The earrings are made of 
yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass alloy with 
faux green stone, faux pearls, Red and Green enamel.
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The ‘Diwan-I- Aam ’ Earrings are inspired from off white 
‘Diwan-I-Aaam’ of the Amer Mahal.The earrings are 
made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with yellow cz studded on it

VMJAI20129



The ‘Rose Gate ’ earrings are inspired from the ancient 
frescoed  Rose gate of one among the famous four 
gates of the City Palace. The earrings are made of 
yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass alloy with 
faux red stone, faux blue stone, faux pearl, Red, Blue 
and Green Enamel.
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The ‘Lotus Gate’ Pendant and Earring set are inspired 
from the ancient frescoed  lotus gate of one among the 
famous four gates of the City Palace. The earrings are 
made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with blue, orange and sky blue enamel

VMJAI20001



The ‘Lotus Gate’ Pendant and Earring set are inspired 
from the ancient frescoed  lotus gate of one among the 
famous four gates of the City Palace. The earrings are 
made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with blue, orange and sky blue enamel

VMJAI20002



The ‘Royal Chandeliers’ earrings are inspired from the 
beautiful chandeliers of the City Palace of Jaipur. The 
earrings are made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver 
and brass alloy faux red stone, faux pearls and pink CZ.

VMJAI20026



The heavy ‘Peacock Gate’ mang tika is 
inspired from the ancient frescoed 
peacock  gates symbolising four different 
seasons of India from the popular world 
heritage site ‘The City Palace’ constructed 
by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh made of 
yellow gold plated nickel free silver and 
brass alloy with faux lapis stone, white cz, 
faux pearl drops and turquoise enamelling 
on it.VMJAI20557 VMJAI20553 VMJAI20555 VMJAI20556
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The ‘Chandra Mahal’ Chandbali ring is inspired 
from the grandeur of the Chandra Mahal of the 
City Palace of Jaipur. The ring is made of yellow 
gold plated nickel free silver and brass alloy.

VMJAI20090



The ‘Jal Mahal’ ring is inspired from the beautiful 
Jal Mahal or ‘Palace of Water’ and its beautiful 
mirror image in the evening. The ring is made of 
antique finish nickel free silver and brass alloy 
with mirror on it.
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The ‘Chandra Mahal’ pendant is inspired from the 
grandeur of the Chandra Mahal of the City Palace 
of Jaipur. The earrings are made of yellow gold 
plated nickel free silver and brass alloy with faux 
stones.



The ‘Royal Chandelier’ mang tika is inspired from 
carvings of the City Palace. The mang tika is made 
of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with faux red stone, faux pearls.
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The ‘Big Surya Ring’ is inspired from royal symbol 
‘The Sun God’ of the Rajputana.The ring is made 
of silver plated nickel free silver and brass alloy 
with mirror on it.
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The ‘Mahal’ ring is inspired from the royal gold 
and mirror work of the City Palace of Jaipur. The 
rings are made of yellow gold plated nickel free 
silver and brass alloy with faux red stone, faux 
pearls and white cz.VMJAI20063



VMJAI20023

The ‘Jaipur Pink’ Earrings are inspired from 
frescoed pink walls of the City Palace. The 
earrings are made of yellow gold plated nickel 
free silver and brass alloy with faux pearls and 
pink, blue and turquoise enamel on it.



The ‘Mubarak Mahal Haar’ is inspired from the historic 
intricately carved Mubarak Mahal at the City Palace  
constructed by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. The necklace 
is made of yellow gold plated nickel free silver and brass 
alloy with faux ruby, faux pearls, Red enamel on it

VMJAI20065
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